HDL– Hydraulic Portable Tilter

Increase production ~ Avoid back strain
Portable for all your dumping needs

REM’s “Portable Tilter” was designed as a floor level easily loaded box tilter. This unit
is designed for smooth tilting of your container to allow the worker to easily remove
products from the bottom of a Gaylord or similar container.
Simply load containers onto the lift and use the convenient push button switch to
elevate to an approximate 60 degree angle.
REM’s® model HDL-2 Hydraulic box tilter increases worker productivity, reduces back
-strain and lowers worker fatigue from the very first day.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Built for your most demanding applications, this rugged unit is capable of lifting
containers weighing as much as 750 lbs. Containers up to 50” wide can be loaded
into the ground level bucket by pallet jack or forklift.
The hand operated controls are an improvement over foot pedal controls that are often
damaged by forklifts. Being able to plug into a standard 120 volt outlet makes this tilter
very functional. Portability makes it a valuable addition to the equipment in your plant.

To put REM’s® model HDL-Portable Tilter to work for you call 1-800-745-4736.
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Features:
•Helps avoid back strain and injury
•Lifts up to 750 lbs.
•Handles containers up to 50” wide
•OSHA-required flow-control valves
•Power-up/gravity-down operation
•Convenient push-to-start/release-to-stop button
•Collapsible handle for easy mobility

Dimensions:

HDL

Standard width unit
Height

33.25”

Length

70.25”

Width

56.75”

Approx. weight (LB)

Specifications:

Electrical safety features:

•All-steel construction
•2.5 GPM/1 HP power pack
•Dual hydraulic cylinders

•120 volt single phase electrical
•Electrical components are UL listed
•Motor overload/short circuit protection
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Options:

LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY
*All dimensions are nominal +/- 1”
*Specifications subject to change without notice,
without incurring responsibility to previous units sold
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•220 volt single phase
•208, 380, 415, 480, or 575 volt, three phase
•Power cord
•Other power packs available
•Custom bucket widths
•If you don’t see it, ask us!

Sales and Service

